
Loughton Sports Pavilion.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL APPRAISAL:  

 

Background: 

 

Adrian Morrow Architects were invited by Peter Todd, the Chair of the Loughton and Great Holm 

Parish Council, to inspect the pavilion and make proposals for a twenty five year plan to be 

implemented in a number of affordable phases. A tour of the existing building was made and the 

following points were noted during an initial appraisal: 

 

The car park: 

 

The existing car park was in pretty good condition. Peter Todd explained that the car park has 

recently been repaired.  

 

The main entrance: 

 

The entrance elevation has few windows and the windows provided are high up in the wall as they 

presently serve WC’s.  

 

The main entrance doors are glazed but are covered with metal security bars. AMA was informed 

that this was imposed by MKC Council liquor licensing following a ram raid. It was discussed whether 

this could be renegotiated if an alternative security solution such as bollards were provided. 

 

The elevation is covered in signage and aggressive instructions such as “No Ball games”. As a result, 

the main entrance area does not appear at all inviting. 

 

Entering the building, the main entrance lobby is stark. One walks past the WC’s to gain access to the  

main club room. It is an uninspiring and joyless entrance sequence.  

 

The WC’s: 

 

The WC’s appear to be well maintained and are kept clean and fresh - but they are beginning to look 

their age. They were designed at a time when toilet interiors were designed to be practical and 

compare in no way to the toilets one would expect to find in a recently refurbished pub or 

restaurant.  

 

The Changing Rooms: 

 

The changing rooms appear to be reasonably well maintained, although it was spotted that some 

tiles need to be replaced in the Officiant’s Room. None of them contain contain lockers for the 

secure storage of personal belongings. There would appear to be insufficient space in the changing 

rooms at present to accommodate them. They are beginning to look their age. Access to the attic 

space over can be obtained from one of the changing rooms. 

 

The Playing Field Elevation:  

 

This elevation of the Pavilion appears a little less unfriendly and uninviting than the main entrance as 

it benefits from the cover of an external roofed area. One pair of doors, three large and three small 

windows are provided, but their sills are very high. This prevents good views out from the interior 



and views in to the pavilion from the terrace/patio area. To the far corner lightweight timber 

trellising was provided as the first smoking area. This is looking very tatty.  

 

Beer garden: 

 

Adjacent to the above, a potentially pleasant beer garden is provided. This is enclosed by some 

uninspiring cleft chestnut pale and wire fencing. This was an unfortunate choice, as it blocks some of 

the view of the games on the playing field from a seated position. 

 

The smoking area: 

 

A smoking area is presently provided to the garden end of the Pavilion. The smoking area is 

protected by a ramshackle temporary timber structure, finished in corrugated clear polycarbonate 

roofing. To the car park end of this space, low level brick walling is used to store a variety of objects 

from lawn mowers to old furniture.  This area appears to be terribly unsightly.  Aesthetically, this is 

the worst part of the building. 

 

The club room: 

 

This room has a tall ceiling which incorporates some large laminated timber beams. The bizarre thing 

about these beams is that they appear to bear not onto substantial looking structure, but onto 

external walls with windows directly under them.  A structural appraisal of the building would be 

most helpful to understand what is happening in this regard.  

 

The bar is very small for such a large room.  

 

The kitchen adjacent appears to be seldom used.  

 

Drawing: 

 

AMA drawing no. SK.001 shows a rough representation of the building as existing. 
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Loughton Sports Pavilion.  

 

The DESIGN PROPOSALS AND THEIR PHASING:  

 

 

Phase 1: 

 

Refer to drawing no. SK.002. 

 

In phase one the following is proposed: 

 

1. Decant all the existing objects to safe temporary storage elsewhere. 

2. Demolish the existing ramshackle smoking area. 

3. Construct a new simple double pitched roof structure with brick walling and timber cladding 

to match the existing building as indicated on SK.002.  

4. Allow for the provision of plumbing and drainage for future WC’s. 

5. Provide external planting to the beer garden. 

 

This building will allow for the storage of the variety of objects out of view from the beer garden. It 

will also provide a new external covered smoking area with views of the games on the playing field. 

 

 

Phase 2A: 

 

Refer to drawing no. SK.002. 

 

In phase two the following is proposed: 

 

1. Remove the existing high level windows facing the playing field. 

2. Lower the existing large window openings to about 900mm above FFL. 

3. Install an additional pair of double doors and three new deeper windows. 

4. Make good the decorations internally as required. 

 

This phase will provide much improved views of the playing field from the interior of the pavilion.  

 

 

Phase 2B: 

 

Refer to drawing no. SK.003. 

 

In phase three the following is proposed: 

 

1. Provide new loft access hatch with integral ladder from the changing room to improve loft 

access. 

2. Board out the loft to improve its storage potential. 

3. Make good the tiling in the Officiant’s room. 

 

This phase will provide much improved storage. 

 

 

 



 

Phase 3: 

 

Refer to drawing no. SK.003. 

 

In phase three the following is proposed: 

 

1. Fit out the Phase 1 structure with new insulated WC’s as shown on the drawing. 

2. Provide a timber decking structure to the playing field side of the pavilion.  

 

This phase allows the users of the building to use far better quality WC’s than those originally 

provided. Better and slightly raised views of the games can be obtained from the new decking. 

 

 

Phase 4: 

 

Refer to drawing no. SK.003. 

 

In phase four the following is proposed: 

 

1. Strip out and remove the existing internal WC’s and kitchen. 

2. Extend bar as shown on the drawing. 

3. Open up the entrance elevation with new shop front type full height glazed screen, new 

entrance doors, and new windows with sills down to 900mm above FFL. 

4. Provide new internal lobby from home changing room with lockers.  

5. Provide new external signage. 

6. Make good all internal finishes. 

 

This phase provides a much more attractive and inviting elevation to the main entrance. The 

removal of the original WC’s allows a quiet lounge area to be provided to the car park side of the 

club room. The bar is extended and improved. The club room is increased in area allowing greater 

capacity. The home changing room makes a connection with the bar. Lockers are available to the 

home team (at least) for the storage of the players kit and valuables. 
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